
Basic Sashmate Top Hung Assembly
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Small vent setup (above transom bar)

Large vent setup (above transom bar)

The ‘Top Vent Angle’ is used for small vents as 
shown here in the middle of the horizontal arm.

Repairs above a transom bar.
The top clamp is positioned at the top of the 
main rod for repairs on the top sash in a window 
and any excess main rod faces downwards in 
front of the �xed/opening sash below the 
transom bar.

Repairs below a transom bar.
The bottom clamp is positioned at the bottom of 
the main rod for repairs on the bottom sash in a 
window and any excess main rod faces upwards 
in front of the �xed/opening sash above the 
transom bar.

Repairs between transom bars.
The excess main rod is positioned to cover the 
opening/�xed sashes above and below the 
transom bars.
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 Top Hung Assembly with Telescopic Main Rods

The Telescopic Main Rods can be used with the Sashmate Side Hung or the Sash-
mate Top Hung.

The Telescopic Main Rods include a short and long inner main rod.
Short, to enable the Sashmate to �t into small ‘complete opening windows’ less 
than around 650mm in height.  
Long, to enable the Sashmate to be used on taller sashes.

The Sashmate Top Hung bottom clamp can be used with the short inner main 
rod to allow small top vent repairs on short windows. 



 Top Hung Assembly with Top Hung Rolling Bar
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This procedure is carried out wit the Sashmate Top Hung installed with the 
horizontal sledges removed before installation.
One sledge is passed through the Rolling Bar and back into the horizontal arm, 
and screwed tight. The second sledge is then passed through the Rolling Bar and 
into the horizontal arm, screwed tight also.



 Top Hung Assembly with Top Hung Drop Set
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The ‘Top Vent Angle’ is normally used when the 
Top Hung Drop Set is �tted, as shown here in the 
middle of the horizontal arm.

Use the Top Hung Drop Set to support the 
twisted sash. Once the hinges have been 
replaced remove the Drop Set and set the 
Sashmate Top Hung up in the usual way before 
re-�tting the sash.


